Engage: Resource 6 - Student voice survey (Years 4-6)

My thoughts about online safety at school
Section 1 - Online safety and me: I know my rights and responsibilities
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

1. I feel comfortable expressing myself online. I make good choices
about what I share and who can contact me.

2. I know what to do and who can help if someone is bullying me or one
of my friends or family online.

3. I am kind and respectful when I talk and share with others online.
4. I think about how much time I spend online and the types of activities
I do.

5. I am aware of my rights and responsibilities when I go online.
6. I think about the safety of others when I create online tools (for
example, by protecting their identity in a survey).
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Section 2 - Online safety lessons: At school we learn about online safety
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

7. The online safety lessons I have done make me think about being
safe when I go online.

8. In class, we talk about how our differences can change our online
experiences (for example, someone might be cyberbullied because
they look different).

9. My teachers have taught me to think about what I see and hear online
and ask questions to find out whether it is true or not.

10. Italk to my teachers if something good or bad happens online (for
example, if I unlock a new level on a Maths game or if someone I
know is being bullied online).

11. My
 teachers talk about what I can do if someone online makes me
feel uncomfortable or unsafe (for example, if a stranger asks to be my
friend online).
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Section 3 - Online safety at my school: What my school does to keep me safe online
A
Not at all

B
Sometimes

C
Often

D
Always

12. I feel that my school believes online safety is an important part of my
wellbeing.

13. When

we have lessons about being safe, we talk about how this looks
online as well as offline.

14. My
 school has steps in place in case something bad happens online
(for example, if a student is being cyberbullied).

15. I am given opportunities to share my opinion about what our school
does to keep us safe online.
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